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Vision Solutions Accelerates Business in the Cloud with vCloud Director
At VMworld 2015 US, Company Focuses on Product Updates and New Product Development
as Cloud Adoption and Demand for DRaaS Grow
San Francisco, Calif. – August 31, 2015 – Vision Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of disaster recovery, high availability and

migration software and services, announced today at VMworld 2015 US that its Double-Take® Cloud Migration Center solution now
supports migration from any source to VMware’s vCloud Director. In addition, the company will demonstrate a developing offering that
provides automated disaster recovery in the cloud.
“We’re continually investing in R&D that will anticipate market needs, especially as the cloud marketplace grows,” said Vision Solutions VP
of Sales Engineering, Henry Martinez. “We take customer feedback seriously to enhance our products at each stage, so that migration and
business continuity processes can be easily managed as the complexity of systems infrastructure increases.”
The product developments announced at the show are designed to help migrate and protect workloads into a vCloud Director managed
cloud with a service-based solution that scales easily to meet requirements for enterprise and service provider environments.
Cloud Migration Center Support for Migration from anywhere to vCloud Director
Double-Take Cloud Migration Center, originally launched in April 2015, now allows migrations from any physical, hypervisor or cloud-based
environment to VMware’s vCloud Director. Double-Take Cloud Migration Center automates migrations within a browser-based portal using
Double-Take Move, the company’s leading migration solution for true, near-zero downtime and anything-to-anything server, application
and data migrations.
“With the proliferation of hybrid cloud infrastructure, we need to equip managed service providers with flexible tools that drive business,
automate cloud adoption and facilitate smooth transitions to cloud environments from any source.” said Tim Laplante, director of product
strategy at Vision Solutions. “With a full REST API for easy configuration and integration into self-service portals, the Double-Take solutions
simplify complex data and workload migrations for cloud providers using vCloud Director.”
Double-Take Cloud Migration Center provides a powerful, yet intuitive web-based user interface which automates otherwise complex
migration processes, from cloud image provisioning and set-up to installation and cut-over. For cloud service providers, in particular, the
scalability, simplicity and repeatability of the solution helps them more easily manage and oversee multiple migrations, helping users
quickly move into their cloud offering. The solution’s real-time replication also allows live migrations for improved productivity while
providing the capability to test cut-overs in advance of the migration.
DRaaS Offering Debut
At VMworld 2015 US, Vision Solutions will also debut a developing offering that enables automated data protection in the cloud using
Double-Take Availability. For cloud service providers offering DR-as-a-Service (DRaaS) to customers, this solution will provide a servicebased disaster recovery solution with REST API integration, automated billing, multi-tenant management and automated server discovery
and provisioning for effortless data protection and recovery for vCloud Director target environments. The solution will be available for
demo during the event.
To learn more about Vision Solutions’ offerings for managed service providers, visit the company’s VMworld booth #2422 or Vision
Solutions’ website: http://www.visionsolutions.com/partners/cloud-partners.
About Vision Solutions (visionsolutions.com)
Vision Solutions is the premier provider of software solutions designed to protect data, minimize downtime and maximize data center
resources. It is the only company to deliver workload migrations, high availability, disaster recovery and data sharing – across multiple
operating systems, on any hardware and in any physical, virtual or Cloud-based environment. Its solutions perform near-zero downtime
migration of data, applications and systems and utilize real-time replication to prevent data loss. And its software enables different
database platforms to seamlessly share and consolidate data in real-time. Vision Solutions has been serving enterprises and managed
service providers for over 25 years through our portfolio of Double-Take®, MIMIX® and iTERA® product brands.
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